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LivePAGE - A multimedia database system to supportWorld-Wide Web developmentDonald D. CowanDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of WaterlooWaterloo ON N2L 3G1E-mail dcowan@csg.uwaterloo.ca Daniel M. GermanDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of WaterlooWaterloo ON N2L 3G1E-mail dmg@csg.uwaterloo.caEric MackieInforium Technologies Inc.158 University Ave. W.Waterloo ON N2L 3E9E-mail eric@inforium.comAbstractThe rampant growth of the World-Wide Web(WWW) is largely a consequence of its simplicity.A typical person can quickly learn HTML andstart creating WWW pages in an afternoon. AsWWW sites become larger and more complex,this inherent simplicity causes multiple problemsas many of the current tools and techniques arestretched to address issues they were not designedto handle. These problems are compounded bythe rapid proliferation of solutions which are oftenfairly ad-hoc in nature. In this paper we presenta layered model which through its tools andtechniques provide a more disciplined approach toconstructing and maintaining a WWW site. Wethen describe an implementation of this modelwhich is based on two more mature technologies;SGML and relational database systems.Keywords Architecture, World-WideWeb, mul-timedia, SGML, Web site development, documentdatabase, hypermedia.1 IntroductionThe accessibility of simple-to-use, but powerful in-terfaces or browsers, and the apparent simplicity ofHTML has prompted the development of literallymillions of hypermedia World-Wide Web (WWW)application sites. In many of these applicationsboth the size and number of the source documentsare su�ciently small that each application can bedeveloped and maintained by a single person with-out the assistance of any methodology or tools (ex-cept for a text editor). In contrast, the developerProceedings of the Second Australian Docu-ment Computing Symposium, Melbourne, Aus-tralia, April 5, 1997.

of a large WWW site is constantly struggling tomaster the complexity involved in the design, devel-opment and maintenance of such a site with scoresof pages and links.The WWW is a large collection of interrelatedresources, linked through WWW pages taggedusing HTML (HyperText Markup Language [3]).HTML pages can point to other resources on theWWW, such as images, video, sound and text.Each resource on the WWW has, at least, oneaddress, known as a URL (Uniform ResourceLocator, see [4]). URLs are strongly tied to the�le system of the machine in which they reside,and often rely on common di�erences between �lesystems such as case-sensitivity and the lengthof �le names. This reliance makes portability ofdocuments between machines di�cult.The WWW is quite relaxed about the type ofits components. Although HTML is de�ned byan SGML DTD,1 an HTML document rarely com-plies with this de�nition.2 Consequently, a WWWserver normally relies solely on the extension to a�le's name to determine its type.Because of the focus on the markup languageHTML, most of the tools produced to date areoriented toward editing HTML �les. Very littleresearch has been directed toward authoring sys-tems that manipulate WWW sites as a collectionof nodes and links, and that view HTML more asa presentation language than as a storage format.The WWW is thriving mainly because of itssimplicity. A typical person can quickly learn1See [10] for a description of SGML and DTDs2Bray found that only 4.9% percent of 3 million HTMLdocuments he analyzed have a <!DOCTYPE declaration(which is required in a SGML document). It is unknownwhat percentage of these were actually compliant with anyof the HTML DTDs [6].
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HTML and start creating WWW pages in anafternoon. HTML was meant to be a genericstructural language; but power users felt it was toorestrictive, especially for presentation purposes.Since its appearance, HTML has been expandedto support more and more presentation featuresincluding executable code (Java and JavaScript)and style-sheet information (Cascading StyleSheets {CSS [5]{). These new features whileenriching the capabilities of the WWW are makingWWW documents more and more di�cult to read,write, and maintain.The W3 Consortium (the body in charge ofstandardizing and promoting the WWW3) hasalways claimed that simplicity is not an objectivefor any new WWW standards, because toolscan isolate the user from such complexities. Forinstance, HTML �les with \frames" and \style-sheets" might be di�cult to read, but a tool suchas a WYSIWYG editor can be used to create anddisplay them in a more readable format.Most tools to support authoring of WWW ap-plications have been focusing on the HTML �le asthe main entity. The authors of these tools payalmost no attention to the fact that HTML pagesare just a visual representation of more abstractentities and that, in a WWW site, entities are in-terrelated, and the modi�cation of one entity mightrequire changes in another. The following list high-lights some of the common problems that are aconsequence of using the �le as the only mediumfor the WWW hypermedia system:� Consistency. Since every page is independent,information common to several pages has tobe repeated, presenting a potential consistencyproblem.4� Organization. The organization of a WWWsite is bound at the time that the �les are cre-ated. Restructuring is expensive and requiresnot only splitting, collating, renaming or delet-ing �les, but updating links among �les.� Navigation. Since the navigational structureis embedded in the �les, it is di�cult to �ndand modify.� Presentation. Information is not isolated fromits presentation.5 If the presentation of a setof pages needs to change, that information hasto be changed on a �le-by-�le basis.3http://www.w3.org4Some HTTP servers support \server-side includes",which are directives to the server that are replaced bythe contents of a given �le or the result of an executableprogram; this only partially addresses the problem ofconsistency at a high performance price, since the directiveis executed every time the node is requested.5Cascading Style Sheets are trying to solve this problempartially at the �le level.

� Referential Integrity. When the URL of a re-source changes, all the links pointing to it haveto be updated. This problem is common both,at the global level, where the author does nothave control over the documents pointing tothe local information from an external site,and at the local level.The apparent simplicity of HTML has a sub-stantial cost. The author mixes together content,presentation and navigation information indiscrim-inately, and then stores the result in single �le.Because of this integration, it is di�cult to changea WWW site's presentation, structure, and contentwithout a complete rewrite. In addition, becausethere is no clear distinction among these disparateconcepts, a WWW site designer often considersthe navigational structure �rst, followed by pre-sentation, and �nally, if there is any time left, thecontent. Ideally, this process should be reversed:write the content, de�ne the presentation, and thenimpose a navigational structure.2 WWW development systemsDi�erent approaches have been tried to separatethe content from its organization and presentation.We highlight some of them in this section.2.1 Other tagging languagesSince HTML has limited structural componentsand is more oriented toward presentation, someauthors have chosen to use another tagginglanguage for the \master" of the information theymaintain. The most common tagging systemchosen uses SGML-compliant tagging languageswhich have a richer structure than HTML. Theselanguages allow the author to characterize thestructure of a set of documents, and to enforcethis structure. Using ad-hoc �lters, the SGML�les can be converted to HTML. The advantageof such an approach is that the structure of thepublished information is kept separate from itspresentation. If the user decides to change themaster document's appearance, then only the�lters need to be changed. A number of companieswho publish the same information in various formssuch as HTML, paper, PostScript or Acrobat,have chosen SGML-compliant tagging languagesas their master format.6 Other master formatshave been proposed: LATEX, word-processor basedtags, and RTF. All these consider a WWW siteas a text document, with well speci�ed rulesto translate it into HTML. Properly used, this6At the Developer's Workshop \Using SGML on theWorld Wide Web", during the 5th International WWWConference, Sun Microsystems and Novell Inc. acknowl-edged that they have taken this approach to deal with thecomplexity of publishing their manuals.
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approach avoids inconsistencies, and separatespresentation and navigation information fromcontent. The main disadvantage of this approachis its focus on documents with a linear structure,such as books and articles, rather than the highlyinterconnected structures of objects typical inhypermedia applications.2.2 Publishing SGML-compliantdocuments directly on theWWWSomeWWWpublishers make their documents onlyavailable for users with speci�c SGML browsers(such as Grif Symposia [16] and SoftQuad'sPanorama). They publish documents tagged withSGML-based tagging languages compliant with astandard DTD. A style-sheet is produced for theDTD, and is downloaded with the document toensure proper rendering. SoftQuad is distributingcopies of its browser to promote this concept.72.3 Macroprocessor-based systemsIn this approach the master information is storedin an ad-hoc tagging format, and a preprocessoror macroprocessor tailored speci�cally for HTML,is used to convert the �les into HTML pages. Aexible macroprocessor can greatly assist inWWWdevelopment, reducing inconsistencies and separat-ing content from presentation and navigation struc-ture.8 We have developed a prototype macropro-cessor system using the M4 preprocessor.2.4 Page image systemsPDF and PostScript are popular formats used topublish information on the WWW. Both requirespecial browsers to provide full control of the doc-ument typography.2.5 Hypermedia-based systemsThe success of the WWW has prompted theauthors of some hypermedia systems such asMicrocosm to adapt them to generate HTMLpages. Hill et al. proposed to unify Microcosm[9]and the WWW in three ways [11]:� Microcosm-aware WWW clients, that is en-hancing clients to support Microcosm primi-tives.� Generating static pages out of a Microcosmsystem.7See http://www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/Software/Mosaic-/WebSGML.html8We used this approach to create the WWW version ofthe \The University of Waterloo Undergraduate Calendar,"which is composed of around 500 pages. The savings indevelopment time were enormous compared to using plainHTML �les.

� Using CGI scripts to allow the interaction of aMicrocosm server with typical WWW clients.The CGI scripts would convert Microcosm re-quests to HTML browsable �les.In all these cases, the information does not resideon a database.3 Modeling a WWW siteThe spectacular growth of the WWW has led to acorresponding growth in ad-hoc solutions related tospeci�c WWW problems, some of which are high-lighted earlier. Categorising the information ele-ments that constitute a WWW site and the oper-ations performed on these elements should suggesta model that could lead to generic approaches forsolving many of these problems.The three basic types of information involvedin a hypermedia system such as the WWW are:text, objects and hyperlinks. Text and objectsare the fundamental units that are presented inWWW documents, while hyperlinks provide intra-and inter-document navigation.3.1 TextText is ubiquitous in the WWW.Many hypermediasystems consider text only as a string of characters,but recent advances in the characterization of texthave shown that structural information containedin markup languages such as those derived fromSGML [10], is a fundamental component of anytext-based document.Each text element such as a paragraph or head-ing is tagged with an SGML tag to comply with aparticular document structure or DTD.9 Text andits associated structure should be stored separatelyfrom information about its appearance, so that thepresentation can be tailored to speci�c environ-ments or situations.3.2 ObjectsThe remaining types of information contained ina WWW document such as images, video clips,and Java scripts can be characterized as objects.For example, consider images of paintings, whichmight be part of an on-line Museum on the WWW.In this particular scenario, an abstract class imagecould have three main methods: get thumbnail,get gif, and get jpeg. However, the images wehave are in ti� and PostScript format. A feasiblesolution is to create two subclasses for gif and jpeg,and then the translations from ti� and postscriptformat could be described within the methods ofthe object. For instance, the object image couldhave methods low resolution, thumbnail,9Document Type De�nition, which formally describesthe structure of a class of SGML documents.
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black and white which are overwritten by themethods of its subclasses. Figure 1 shows theOMT diagram of the image and GIF objects withan example of their corresponding methods.
Image

name: string
xsize: integer
ysize: integer

Thumbnail(): bytestream
Image() : bytestream
GetXsize(): pixels
GetYsize(): pixels

GIF

data: byte stream

Thumnail(): bytestream
B&W(): bytestream
Image(): bytestream

JPEG

return Image->ysize

create a file with data
run resize-gif Gif->GetXSize Gif->GetYSize TumbnailSizeX TumbnailSizeY
return resulting bytestreamFigure 1: OMT diagram of the Image superclass3.3 HyperlinksHyperlinks are used for navigation around aWWWsite, where a text segment or graphic is activatedto link to a new location. Relations can be usedto represent hyperlinks since the entity-relationshipmodel has been used successfully by several authorsin hypermedia system design [14, 13, 17].3.4 Authoring ToolsThe three types of entities require di�erent toolsto support creation and maintenance. For exam-ple, we can use a grammar-driven editor to processtagged text and di�erent tools to manipulate thesubtypes of objects such as sound, video or graph-ics.3.5 PersistenceText, objects and hyperlinks are persistent entitiesthat can be modi�ed but must last in some formfor the lifetime of a WWW document. All theseentities can be stored as separate �les, but usingdatabases with their many advantages for storageand retrieval is a more desirable approach.3.6 A layered modelSince there are three distinct types of entities, andoperations on these entities form groups, a layeredmodel is a good approach to describing the rela-tionships between entities and operations neededto construct a WWW site. Figure 2 is a diagram ofthe layers showing the entities in the storage layer,the operations forming the next two layers, andthe completed WWW application as the �nal layer.This layered model is useful for describing and cat-egorizing the various aspects of the WWW site,but the actual implementation may di�er some-what from this \ideal."

Storage Layer
(Text, Objects, Hyperlinks)

Modeling Layer
(Hypermedia schema, Constraints)

Instantiation Layer
(Query, Retrieval, Transformations)

WWW Application

Figure 2: Layers in a hypermedia systemThe storage layerThe storage layer contains the three types of en-tities which are stored in an appropriate databasesystem.The modeling layerThe modeling layer acts as the \glue" to create auni�ed hypermedia database. The modeling layerincorporates the following metadata:� A hypermedia schema which is a description ofthe types of structures inherent in each type ofentity. For example, the structure of the textcould be described using a collection of DTDs,the objects through a class library, and thehyperlinks through a simple relation schemashowing source-destination pairs.� A set of constraints to maintain consistencyacross the database. These constraints ensurethat if a textual component refers to an objector other textual component that the latter ex-ists and is not removed from the storage layerwhile still being referenced.The instantiation layerOnce the information has been retrieved and thenavigational structure applied, the document stillmust be transformed into the appropriate appear-ance. This function is the responsibility of theinstantiation layer which retrieves the necessary in-formation from a repository in the form of instan-tiation rules and scripts. The instantiation layerincludes:� Functions to retrieve information from thedatabase system.� Functions to convert queries to entity retrievalcommands.� Transformation de�nitions. Transformationsare intended to be applied to the stored enti-ties, often in response to queries.
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TableFigure 3: The base implementation{ text entities can be processed using anSGML processing language, such as Om-nimark [7] or Jade (a DSSSL engine). Forexample, a number of memoranda docu-ments tagged with SGML could be trans-formed by extracting the name of the au-thor, the recipient, the date, and the �rst50 characters of the text of the memo,and then presenting the result in HTML.{ For presentation purposes objects mightrequire extra manipulation such as for-mat conversion.The instantiation layer could use scripts written ina language such as Perl[18] to describe how to re-trieve and transform objects and how to apply thenavigational information speci�ed as hyperlinks.Advantages of the layered modelThis layered model has several advantages includ-ing:� A clear separation of content, presentation andnavigational information.� Independence from speci�c storage structuresallowing the designer of a system to makechoices based on the available databasesystems and corresponding authoring tools.� Consistency between entities ensuring the in-tegrity of the storage model.4 The LivePage implementationIn Section 3 we propose a layered model to describeWWW applications and to separate the di�erententities and operations. We have been developingan implementation [19, 12] of this model that satis-�es the majority of the speci�ed requirements, anduses a single relational database system. Figure 3illustrates this implementation; the details are pre-sented in the next sections.4.1 The base implementationIn this implementation we initially embed text,hyperlinks and references to objects into a singleWWW document, but distinguish or \separate"

them by tagging conventions using an SGML-compliant tagging language. Thus, if we moveto a di�erent entity storage model, we will beable to separate the three types of informationeasily. Once the document is complete, we verifyit against a grammar or DTD before loading thedocument into a single relational (SQL) database.Each fundamental tagged structure10 is loadedinto a single �eld in a relational database table andgiven a unique identi�er. There are three separatetables for the text, objects and hyperlinks. In addi-tion, every word in the document is also placed inan index to facilitate searching when the databaseis browsed. Optionally, every structure tag canbe placed in the same index to facilitate searchingfor words within speci�c tagged structures. Thevarious objects such as graphics, video and sound,and links to external programs are stored directlyin the object table as \blobs" with the appropri-ate attributes. The various tables are identi�ed inFigure 3.The toolkitThe LivePAGE toolkit is provided to create(the administrator), maintain (the updater), andbrowse and query (the browser) the database.Administrator functions, namely the veri�cationagainst a DTD and creation of the database tablesare described earlier in Section 4.1. We considerdocuments as trees [15], and the updater allowsa substructure (subtree) to be removed from thedatabase and modi�ed or replaced. While thissubstructure is being changed, the correspondingsection of the database can be locked in order tomaintain database integrity. Since we use SQLdatabase technology, the database can be created,updated, and browsed using SQL statements.However, the LivePAGE tools provide an interfacethat makes the application of the SQL statementstransparent.The administrator and updater are primarilytools for the database administrator, while thebrowser is a tool for the general user to examine thedatabase. The browser supports linear browsing,following hyperlinks forward and backward, andactivating objects such as audio and video clips,or links to external programs. The browser alsosupports queries. The queries can be Boolean orfree-form where the results of the free-form queryare presented in relevance order with the mostrelevant result presented �rst.Text stored in the database can be extractedand modi�ed using a structured text editor. Sim-ilarly objects stored in the database can be ex-tracted using the updater and can be created ormodi�ed using appropriate authoring tools.10With certain exceptions a fundamental tagged structurecontains no tagged substructures.
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Multimedia
Database

Multimedia
Database

Multimedia
DatabaseFigure 4: Access to the database over the WWWPresentation stylesTools such as the browser and updater allow theclient to view the document stored in the database.However, the document contains only structuralinformation. Presentation or style information iscontained in a separate style database and is loadedinto the browser or updater when it is invoked. Thestyle database is indicated in Figure 3.4.2 Connecting to the WWWThe base implementation described in Section 4.1allows local access to documents but does not sup-port access through the WWW. The LivePAGEtoolkit contains two other mechanisms for this pur-pose.The Publisher - producing a static WWWsiteThe Publisher is a tool that can process thedatabase and create a set of WWW documentsthat can then be stored and retrieved from aWWW site using any of the widely availableWWW browsers. In addition to providing thedocument content including appropriate objectsand relations, the Publisher generates a \Table ofContents" (TOC) and navigation buttons as anextra navigational aid. The automatic generationof a TOC and the navigation buttons relieves theauthor of the WWW site of creating navigationalaids, and allows users to orient themselves byreturning to the TOC whenever they feel \lost inhyperspace."11The generation process creates a WWW sitefrom the database at a speci�c point in time. Ifthe database changes then the \publishing" processmust be repeated. The next section describes adynamic approach to the same problem.

dbConnect - producing a dynamic WWWsiteFigure 4 illustrates the architecture of a dynamicdistributed document database system accessibleover the WWW. Users accessing a WWW browsersuch as Netscape or Microsoft Explorer requesta WWW page from a WWW server. Using theCGI, NSAPI or MSAPI protocol, the WWWserver passes the request to the LivePAGEdbConnect module that then accesses a databaseof WWW pages. The speci�c WWW page thatwas requested is retrieved from the databaseand returned through the WWW server to theWWW browser for presentation. The LivePAGEdbConnect module is not restricted to a singledatabase, but can retrieve WWW pages frommultiple document databases as illustrated inFigure 4.4.3 Legacy WWW sites - theBuilderThere are many existing WWW sites that couldbene�t from the support of document databases.The LivePAGE toolkit contains a program calledthe Builder that can import an existing WWWsite, attempt to correct structural errors, produce aTOC, and then build a document database. Oncethe database is constructed, all the tools previouslydescribed can be used.5 The implementation and model {a discussionThe LivePAGE implementation retains the spiritof the layered model by maintaining the separationbetween the hypermedia schema and constraints,the transformations, and also the separation amongthe three types of entities inherent in a WWW site.The storage model corresponds to the relationaldatabase used to handle various tables containingtext, objects and hyperlinks. The hypermediaschema and constraints in the modeling layer arecontrolled through the DTD, where the databaseis checked against the DTD whenever the databaseis created or modi�ed. The implementation startswith a single document which is then used togenerate a set of relational tables, one for each ofthe three types of entities. The instantiation layeris also separate in that a style database is used forpresentation in both cases. When documents aresent to WWW browsers, the style is implicit inthe HTML tags.There are a number of implementations [1, 8]that use a database structure specialized to thestorage and retrieval of tagged documents. Wemade a practical compromise in our choice of11The position in the TOC is highlighted to assist in theorientation process.
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structure in that we chose a single relationaldatabase, since most organizations now supportthe relational model. Based on the length of timetaken to adopt relational technology, they areprobably a decade away from moving to otherdatabases systems, and so the solution we proposeshould last a long time. Further, if organizationsdo switch to other database approaches later, thetext, objects and relations are easily separatedbecause of the tags.The structure of the database used in theLivePAGE model is optimized for retrieval ratherthan updates, since we expect that a documentwill be browsed more often than modi�ed. Theorganization of the internal tables of the databaseallows a fast retrieval of a subtree of the originaldocument at the expense of relatively slow updates;currently, an update is implemented as a deletionand then an insertion. We are investigating betteralgorithms to perform updates.There is approximately a six-fold di�erence be-tween the size of the original untagged documentand its equivalent database. This increase in sizeis caused by a number of factors including: thesystem tables, the indexing associated with fastretrieval of information from the database tables,and the indexing of every word in the document(with the exception of stop words).Currently, LivePAGE is not compatible withthe two emerging standards for style-sheet descrip-tion of SGML documents and HTML (DSSSL [2]and CSS [5] respectively). We expect that this willbe changed in future versions of LivePAGE.The implementation, like the model, supportsreferential integrity. In the LivePAGE implementa-tion referential integrity is inherent in the taggingsince it is simple to verify that all the links andanchors of a document exist.Access and update control, locking mechanisms,and rollback are all inherent in the LivePAGE im-plementation, since LivePage uses an SQL rela-tional database as its storage model.The LivePAGE tools provide extra navigationalaids such as Table of Contents generation. Such afacility could also easily be provided in the model.A complete WWW site is stored in a singledatabase that can be easily moved and does nothave �le system dependencies.6 Future WorkLivePage is successful in solving many of the com-mon problems inherent in WWW site development.However, there are a number of issues that need tobe addressed.As more and more information is made availableon the WWW it becomes increasingly di�cult to�nd the information that you want. Even searchtools which use ranking to return only the results

that are the most relevant, are nearing their limitsas to how much text they can e�ectively index.One technique to increase the search e�ectivenessis to include in the ranking algorithm, informationthat can be derived from the HTML tags aboutthe structure of the document. Unfortunately, theHTML tagset is not very rich in its ability to de-scribe the structure of all documents accurately.Augmenting HTML with additional SGML tagswould be one way to overcome this problem.Complex WWW sites do not just consist ofstatic textual data with a few added graphics. Itis often desirable to include other data, such asa stock market table, that is more dynamic andmay be constantly changing. Frequently, this kindof data is also stored in relational databases. Wehave created a number of demonstrations of howthis kind of data can be seamlessly integrated intothe WWW site. Further analysis is needed tomake this approach comparable to the process ofbuilding a simple WWW page.Even the static textual data that makes up themajority of information in a WWW site is dynamicif looked at over a period of time. Frequently, aWWW site will go through several versions as it isenhanced and maintained. In some applications itis important to keep track of these di�erent versionsand to be able to recall an earlier version of the site.This form of version control could be added to theLivePAGE system.Currently databases created for WWW sites aretagged with HTML, rather than SGML to avoidtranslating SGML tags to HTML tags and perhapsencountering incompatibilities. However, HTMLmay not adequately reect the structure of the in-formation, and SGML may be a better solution.However, it will be necessary to allow the databaseadministrator to de�ne sets of transformation rulesto convert SGML into HTML. Such a capabilityrequires further study.The LivePAGE document database tools onlysupport a single DTD per document, whereasa document may have several di�erent types ofstructures. This feature is supported by the SGMLde�nition but is not currently available in theLivePAGE system.7 ConclusionsWe have described a system that provides the toolsnecessary to create and maintain large, complexWWW sites. The system utilizes the power ofSGML and relational database systems to solvemany of the problems with which developers oflarge WWW sites are currently struggling. Aclear separation is provided between the content,presentation, and navigational structure of theWWW site. This separation allows authors tofocus on what they do best, writing content. On
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